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Abstract

Experiment

Depth-Aware Gating Module

• Four datasets are used for evaluation where our models achieves
state-of-the-art or competitative performance.

Depth-aware Gating Module
We propose adaptively choosing the pooling field size according to the
object scale (inversely proportional to the depth), so that small details
can be preserved for objects at distance and a larger receptive field
can be used for objects nearer to the camera.

• Experiments validate the effectiveness of depth-aware gating module
and recurrent refinement module.
• Performance is improved remarkably on datasets with large
perspective variations, e.g. Stanford-2D-3D and Cityscapes.

• Depth map is quantized into five discrete scales in our experiments.
Disparity/depth is either provided as input or estimated directly from the
input RGB image if stereo is not available.
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predicted segmentation

• Using depth-gated pooling allows for more accurate segment label
predictions by avoiding pooling across small multiple distant objects while
simultaneously allowing sufficiently large pooling fields for nearby objects.
• Depth prediction branch achieves starte-of-the-art performance in
monocular depth estimation (shown below)

• Training an gating module without using quantized depth as a
supervisory signal also improves over baseline significantly, but
doesn’t fully utilize all branches.

Visualization

Recurrent Refinement Module
We iteratively refine the segmentation results, leveraging the depth
estimate and output prediction from the previous loop.
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Depth-Aware Adaptation in Recurrent Refinement Module
A

Recurrent Refinement Module
Updated depth predictions at each
iteration gate pooling fields used for
semantic segmentation, increasing the
flexibility and representation power of
our system and yielding improved
segmentation.

3. Parsing and navigating indoor scenes for assistive robotics
Demo, code and model can be found at the project webpage under author's webpage
http://www.ics.uci.edu/~skong2/recurrentDepthSeg
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2. Parsing street scene for autonomous vehicles

Stanford-2D-3D Panorama
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1. Parsing panoramas and estimating real-world scale for AR and VR,
(e.g. panorama navigation)

Visualization of Attention Model
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Broad Impact and Potential Application

The figure at right shows the
segmentation prediction prior to, and
after two recurrent iterations for a
particular image, as well as the
difference in predictions between
consecutive iterations.
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